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Abstract
This study aims to determine the factors that affect the auditor switching, i.e. management
turnover, the size of firm, financial dishess, the size of company, audit fee, and ROA. By
using purposive sampling, there are 17 samples of 85 banking companies listed in the
Indonesia Stock Exchange with the observation period of 2009-2013.Data Processing and
Hypothesis Testing in this study use logistic regression analysis. Partial test results show
that only the turnover of management that significantly influences the auditor switching,
while the size of the firm, financial distress, the size of the company, the audit fee and
ROA do not significantly affect on the auditor switching. Simultaneous testing results
show that all independent variables simultaneously affect the auditor switching.
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Introduction
Company management has a responsibility to present the financial statements which are
an overview of the performance achieved by the company in a particular accounting
period. The financial statements prepared by the management of the company could
potentially be influenced by personal interests (management). Therefore, it requires the
services of an auditor as a third party of the company management that connects with
parties outside the company and is responsible for providing assurance about the fairness
of the financial statements presented by the company management. An auditor should be
able to maintain the independence, integrity and objectivity in conducting the audit.
Definition of independence is a mental attitude that is free from influence, not controlled
by the other party and does not depend on others. The independence also means that the
auditor must be honest in considering the facts as reality. It means that if the auditor finds
fraud in the client's financial statements, the auditor shall dare to express an opinion free
from client pressure or other parties who have interest to the financial statements (Aprilia,
2013).

appear doubts about the independence of the auditor due to the
of
Eron and Arthur Anderson accounting firm in December 2001. One
emergence of cases
of thi causes of the problem is the future independence of the audit engagement (audit
tenure) between the client and the Certified Public Accountant (CPA), In Indonesia, the
regulation of audit firm rotation is stipulated in the Regulation of Minister of Finance of
thi Republic of Indonesia Number \7/PMK 0l/2008 on "Public Accountant Seryices".
The changes made include the provision of audit services to six years in a row by the CPA
to the same client and CPA may receive back an assignment after one year of closing book
not providing audit services to clients.
But in reality there are still many companies that perform voluntary switch of auditors.
Though the switch of auditors which too often can cause the cost higher, because the
auditor requires higher start-up costs that can ultimately increase the audit fee. Start-up
costs are high because the aiditor who first conducts an audit of a client needs to
understand the client's business environment and the risk of the client audit. In addition,
the first assignment is proven to have high possibility of errors (Nasser et al, 2006).

Today,

it

begins

to
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Research Framework

I

below presents the research framework. This figure shows the relationship
of management tumover, the size of firm, financial
fee, and ROA to auditor switching as dependent
audit
company,
of
the
size
distress,

Figure

between the independent variables

variable.
Companies tend to select the auditor of CPA with better quality to improve the quality

of

financial statements to enhance the company reputation. The big CPA (Big 4) is

considered to be capable to produce higher quality audits than the small CPA. The bigger
CpA or Big 4 is also considered to be more independent than the smaller CPA in terms of
withstanding pressure from management. Therefore, for the first hypothesis is stated as

follows:

Hr:

Size of CPA affects the

auditor switching

Auditor switching

Retum On Assels (ROA)

Figure 1. Research framework
Turnover of company management happens when the company changes the board of
directors. Damayanti-and Sudarma (2008) claimed that a change of management is the
turn of the direciors of the company that can be caused by a decision of general meeting of
its
shareholders or the directors quit because of their own will. If a company changes
board of directors, the new directors or commissioners will lead to changes in company
policy. Every management has leadership style and different purpose. Management
iu*or.r directly oi indirectly encourages the auditor switching because the new
management company will tend to seek the CPA which is in accordance with management
policies. Therefore, the second hypothesis is stated as follows:
Hz: The turnover maRagement affects the auditor switching

The financial condition of the client company may have a significant impact on the
decision to retain or switch th6 CPA. Companies threatened with bankruptcy are more
often switching CPA than the companies that are not threatened with bankruptcy.
Uncertainty in ihe business of firms that are threatened with bankruptcy (financial trouble)
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namely financial distress will tend to switch the CPA than the companies with good
financial state. The third hypothesis is stated as follows:

Hr: Financial distress affects the auditor switching
Selection of CPA can be attributed to the size of the client company and the type of
service required. The greater the auditee faces the problem which is more complex, the
more it requires a CPA that can reduce the agency cost (Watts and Zimmerman, 1986) in
Nasser et al., (2006). Large sized companies make the principals difficult to monitor the
actions of the agent that may tend to maximize personal gain rather than principal profit
(Juliantari and Rasmini,2Ol3). Therefore, for the fourth hypothesis is stated as follows:
Hn: Size of company affects the auditor switching

Audit fee is one consideration in choosing a CPA. When the audit fee exceed the tolerance
limits set by the company, the company will seek CPA bidding lower audit fee even
though they have to switch the auditor who usually audit the company's financial
statements. They will try to do the auditor switching so that they can find better deals with
the audit fee they offer. Therefore, for the fifth hypothesis is stated as follows:
Hs: Fee audit affects the auditor switching

ROA (Return on Assets) is a proxy of the client reputation (Mardiyah,2002).In addition
ROA changes can also be used as an indicator of the company's financial condition to see
the business prospects of the company. The higher the ROA value means the more
effective management of assets owned by the company and the better the business
prospects (Damayanti and Sudarma, 2008). Companies that have lower value of ROA tend
io switch auditors because of decreased performance so thatbusiness prospects decline. In
this case it means the company's financial condition declines resulting in management to
tend to look for new auditors who are able to hide the state of the company. Therefore, for
the sixth hypothesis is stated as follows:
Ho: ROA affects the auditor switching
Together the independent variables of management turnover, the size of firm, financial
disiress, the size of company, audit fee, and ROA affect on auditor switching. Therefore,
for the seventh hypothesis is stated as follows:

H7. Management turnover, the size of firm, financial distress, the size of
company, audit fee, and ROA simultanously affect on auditor switching.

Research MethodologY
The research data is the data of financial statements of banking companies listing on the
Stock Exchange in 2008-2013 (www.idx.co.id.) using purposive sampling of a total
population of 85 banking company, it is acquired only l7 banking companies eligible to
.onOition predetermined that is being registered before 2008 and publishing the complete
financial statements. Data analysis tools use logistic regression analysis with SPSS
assistance.

Operational variables in this study consist of one dependent variable (Y) is the auditor
switching and six independent variables (X) which is a size of CPA, management
turnover, financial distress, the size of the company, the audit fee and RoA.
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Auditor switching referred to in this research is the switching of CPA conducted by
the company voluntarily. Variables of auditor switching use dummy variables.
Code I is given if the company switches CPA while the code 0 is given if it does
not switch CPA,
Company size was measured with a dummy. Code I is given if the company uses
the Big Four accounting firm while the code 0 is given if it does not use the Big
Four accounting firm.
Financial distress was measured using:
DER (Debt to Equity Ratio) = (Iotal Debt) / (Iotal equity) x 100%
Company size is measured using the natural logarithm of total assets.
Audit Fee is measured using the natural logarithm of professional fees
RQA is measured using
ROAI - ROAs-1
: Percentage change of R0A ROAg-1

Roal = Return On Assets Period t
Roat-t Return OnAssets Period

:

t-l

Results and Discussion

1. Result
The coefficient of determination used to determine how much the independent variables
are able to explain the dependent variables. The coefficient of determination on the
logistic regression can be seen in the value of Nugelkerke R Square. Value ofNugelkerke
R Square can be interpreted as the value of R Square on multiple regressions (Ghozali,
201 3).

Table lCoefficient of determination (Nagelkerke R
Sguare Model Summa
Step
Log Cox

-2

&

Souare
likelihood
I
7rJ49a
,178
Source : data processing

Snell R Nagelkerke R
Souare

,276

Table 1 shows the value Nagelkerke R Square is 0.276, which means the dependent
variable explained by the independent variable is 27.6% while the remaining 72.4% is
explained by other variables gutside the research.
Partial test in this study is to examine the effect between the independent variables which
are size of CPA, management turnover, financial distress, the size of company, audit fee
and ROA to auditor switching. In a logistic regression such influence can be seen in the
table of variable in the equation. Wald value in the table can be analogized as t, while

and constants. Using a = 5%o, it is known that the
management turnover (CEO) is the only variable that significantly affect the auditor

column

B is the coefficients

switching (Table 2).
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The regression model is obtained as follows:

SWITCH

:

0,035

-

0,6[4KAP

+

1,319CEO

-

0,004D8R

- 0,223ASET +

0,225F8E +

0,75qROA

Table 2
Partial Test
Variables in the Equation
B

s.E.

Wald

df

sig'

Exp(B)

KAP

-,614

,791

I

,438

CEO
DER

1,339
-,004

,656

,602
4,169

,041

,058

,005

I
I

,541
3,817

,942

,996

,387

;)L

I

,565

,900

,314
,452

,515

,473

r,253

,093

2,136

7.t97

.000

I
I
I

.996

t

- ))'l

Step 1u ASET
FEE

,225

ROA

,759
Constant .035

2,820

-035

Source : data processing

Table 3
Simultaneously Test
Tests
of
Model Coefficients
Omnibus

Chi-souare df

Sis.

16,619

5

,011

16,619
Block
Model 16.619
Source : data processing

6

,011

6

,011

SteP

Step

1

Onimbus test results obtained by Chi-Square coefficient of 16.619 with a significant level
of 0,01 I is smaller than alpha by 5o/o (0.05). It can be concluded that there is a significant
relationship between size of CPA, management turnover, financial distress, the size of
company, audit fee and ROA simultaneously (together) against the auditor switching.

2.

^.

Discussion
The affect of size CPA on the auditor switching

The affect of size CPA on the auditor switching show that the negative regression
coefficient -0,614 with significant value of 0.438 is greater than o = 5%o (0.05)' This
means that the size of CPA does not affect auditor switching, This study supports research
conducted by Damayanti and Sudarman (2008) and Wijayanti (2010). But this research is
contrary to research conducted by Nasser et al., (2006) and Sinarwati (2010).
Big Four CPA tends to have better skills in auditing and generate audit quality higher than
non-Big Four CPA. So as to enhance the credibility of financial statements and to attract
investors, the company will use the audit services of the big four CPA. This is the reason
of companies who already used the big four CPA to not move to non big four CPA. While
the companies that do not use the big four not to switch to the big four is more because of
cozy relationship between the company and a CPA who already know the ins and outs of
the company.
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b.

The Affect of Management Turnover on The Auditor Switching

The affect of management turnover on the auditor switching show that the positive
q
regression coefficient of 1.339 with significant value of 0.041 is smaller than = 50lo
(OIOS). This means management turnover affects the auditor switching. This study
supports the research conducted by Sinarwati (2010) and Susan and Estralita (2011). But
thij research is contrary to research conducted by Damayati and Sudarman (2008) and
prahartati (2013). Management turnover will directly or indirectly encourage the auditor
switching because the new management of the company will likely seek CPA in halmony
or in accordance with the desire of companies either in reporting or in accounting policies.

c.

The Affect of Financial Distress on The Auditor Switching

The affect of Financial Distress on the auditor switching show that the negative reglession
coefficient of -0.004 with a significant value of 0.942 is greater than u = 5% (0.05). This
means that financial distress does not affect the auditor switching. This study supports the
research conducted by Sinarwati (2010) and Nasser et al., (2006). But this research is
contrary to research conducted by Damayati and Sudarman (2008) and Susan and Estralita

(201l).
Financial distress or financial hardship is not a barometer of a company's auditor to
perform switching, because allegedly there are several factors: first, the company will
lonsider seriously about switch of auditor as auditor issues for which they are using
already know and understand the condition of the company. Second, the conflict of
interest to auditors in performing audit tasks and provides consulting services. Conflicts of
interests can interfere with the independence of auditors that will affect the audit opinion.
The company feels it can give you an advantage, so companies are reluctant to do auditor
switching.

d.

The Affect of Company Size on The Auditor Switching

The affect of Company Size on the auditor switching show that the negative regression
coefficient of -0.2?3 with significant value of 0.565 is greater than o = 5% (0.05). This
means the size of the company does not affect the auditor switching. This study supports
the research conducted by Piahartati (2013) and Rizkilah (2012). But this research is
conhary to the research conducted by the Rev and Fatchan Vita (2014) and Wijayanti
(2010). Large companies that use large-scale CPA likely will not switch CPA that
d.rrrit.r compatibiiity between the size of CPA and the size of the company. Most of the
samples in this study are companies with relatively large in total assets, which mean the
the
size of the company is a company with a large scale. A large part of them have used
Big 4 CPA so that there is no tendency for the auditor switching'
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e.

The Affect of Audit Fee on The Auditor Switching

The affect of Audit Fee on the auditor switching show that the positive reglession
coefficient of 0.225 with significant value of 0,473 is greater than q, = 5% (0.05). This
means that the size of the audit fee does not affect the auditor switching. This study
supports the research conducted by Damayanti and Sudarman (2008) and Wijayanti
tZbiOl. But it is contrary to the research conducted by Prihartati (2013) and Rizkilah
fee
iZOtZ).If companies switched auditors, they would usually need a relatively high audit
In
addition,
risk.
higher
a
will
carry
assignment
becauie new auditors at the time of initial
the new auditors need to learn more about the new clients, thereby increasing the audit fee.

f.

The Affect of ROA on The Auditor Switching

The affect of ROA on the auditor switching show that the positive regression coefficient
of 0.759 with significant value of 0.093 is greater than o = 5% (0.05). This means that
ROA does not affect the auditor switching. This study supports the research conducted by
Susan and Estralita (201l) and Damayanti and Sudarman (2008).
The results of this study do not show that the change in the rise and fall of the percentage
change of Return on Assets (ROA) which is a measure of the company's ability to use its
asseti to make profits is not followed by changes in company policy to conduct auditor
switching. When the percentage of ROA declines, it indicates the company's performance
deterioraies so the company has trouble paying for the new CPA that is costly. Therefore,

the company retains the old CPA. Another reason is due to consideration of the
,unag.meri to maintain the company's reputation with regard to the size of the CPA in
the eyes of shareholders.

g,

The effect of variables simultaneously

of 16.619 with
is
a significant
(0.05).
There
of
5%
alpha
than
a significant level of 0.011 is smaller
the size
distress,
financial
relationship between the size of the CPA, turnover management,
auditors.
switching
(together)
against
of the company, audit fee and ROA simultaneously

The effect of variables simultaneously indicated by Chi-Square coefficient

Conclusions, Implications And Limitations
The conclusion that can be drawn from the partial test results shows that the management
turnover significantly influences the auditor switching on banking companies listed on the
Stock Exclianges of Indonesia in 2008-2013, while the size of firm, financial distress, the
size of company, audit fee and ROA have no significant effect to the auditor switching.
Simultaneous testing results show that all independent variables simultaneously affect the
auditor switching.
The implications of this study suggest that the management turnover will be able to make
decision to continue or switch the CPA. The company should follow the rules of auditor
switching to maintain the credibility of the company in order not to harm the management
and shareholders.

Limitation of this study is only using the samples of banking companies. It is less
representative to the total population of companies in lndonesia. Based on this limitation,
thi authors suggest adding ihe objects of researchs or comparing with companies _other
than banks to reflect the influence of the factors mentioned above to the auditor switching.
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